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Intro (2009-08-05 13:16)

Hi all,
This is our first post on the blog about our research into the world of experience of deaf children for the GR@SP
project. We will keep a journal of all of the research ac vi es and invite all of you to par cipate in (hopefully) lively
discussions about our findings.
As you all know, the setup of the use domain involving the deaf children is slightly experimental. We have not
iden fied a specific use domain or technology for this target group. We would like to iden fy a topic for this use
domain (e.g. a problem or a user need) purely based on the input from the target group.
To be able to do that, we follow a contextmapping approach. Contextmapping allows us to thoroughly understand
the target group, their daily life, rou nes, world of experience, problems, needs, wishes, interests, etc. Based on this
understanding, we will be able to iden fy a topic on which we can focus to create a new ICT applica on for the target
group of deaf children.
Within the framework of the contextmapping approach, we plan the following ac vi es:

• Interviewswith teachers, psychologists, logopedists, sign language experts, and other people workingwith deaf
children.

• Observa ons of deaf children in their own context.

• Contextual inquiries with families with one or more deaf children.

• Crea ve sessions with deaf children.

We have contacted a school for deaf children and this school is quite happy and eager to par cipate. Together with
the school, we chose to involve deaf and hard-of-hearing, but otherwise healthy elementary school children in the
project.
Please visit this blog regularly (or, even be er: add the RSS feed to your news reader!) and let us know your thoughts,
ques ons, sugges ons, etc. via comments on our posts.
We’d like to thank all of you in advance for your ac ve par cipa on!
Cheers,
Pieter Duysburgh (SMIT)
Karin Slegers (CUO)

First visit to the school for children with hearing impairments (2009-08-05 13:40)

On June 11th, Pieter and I visited the school we’re working with for the first me. It is a large organisa on hos ng
various care ins tu ons and focusing on several target groups. We spoke with the director and the psychologist of
the school.
Both the director and the psychologist are enthusias c about par cipa ng in the project and they gladly offer their
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support and collabora on. Together we decide to focus on the so-called groups of ”audi even”, with children who
are either deaf or hard-of-hearing, but have no other problems.
We already learn quite some things about deaf children we had never realized. For instance, all deaf children can
hear and speak to a certain extent nowadays, because they get Cochlear Implants at a young age. But despite of
this implant, deaf children will always experience difficul es with hearing and with understanding spoken or wri en
language. One thing that especially struck me was the fact that many deaf children tend to think that they will be
able to hear when they grow older. (Most of) Their parents can also hear! Therefore, deaf adults visit the classes on
a regular base, as a role model for the kids.
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During the mee ng, we have made a global planning for the interviews with school employees, contextual inquiries
with families with (a) deaf child(ren) and observa ons. We are invited to a end the press presenta on of a children’s
book about a deaf girl. This presenta onwill be held in a kindergarten class with six deaf children. A good opportunity
for some early observa ons!
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Karin

Press presenta on of a book about a hearing-imparied girl (2009-08-05 14:02)

On June 23rd we went to the school again to a end the press presenta on of the children’s book ***. This book
is wri en by **** and tells the story of a li le girl with hearing impairments. The presenta on was in one of the
kindergarten classes of the school, where the publisher introduced the book and the author read the story to the
class. A er this, the children made a pain ng together with the illustrator of the book.
The press presenta on was quite cute, to be honest. Six small children (about 4 years old) sat in a circle and listened
to the author when she read the book. All children had a cochlear implant (which we will call CI from now on). I
thought these implants (that have both an internal and an external component) were rather big and prominent, as
you can see on the photo. What was very remarkable was that all of the children could speak very well and all of them
seemed to hear quite well too. They were asser ve and not shy at all, despite the fact that their class room was filled
with unfamiliar people. A er the presenta on we had a chance to look around in the class room and at first sight, we
did not really see anything out of the ordinary. Later on, the psychologist, showed us around and pointed out some
of the visualising teaching methods. One of these methods involves wri ng down lots of words on the wall (these
kids were only 4!) and drawing frames around each word, to emphasize the shape of the word. This apparently helps
the children to recognize wri en words.
A er the presenta on there was a recep on in the garden of the school. Here, we talked a bit more with the psy-
chologist about the project and about deaf children, but we also spoke to three deaf adults, with the help of a sign
language translator. This was quite an experiance I have to say! I had actually never spoken to a deaf person before,
and I really had to get used to it. I had to force myself to look at the deaf person, and not at the translator. With these
three persons, who were ac ve members of Fevlado (Federa e van Vlaamse DovenOrganisa es) and were able to
share a lot of informa on about the culture of the deaf community. An interes ng point is that because of the CI’s
many deaf children learn to understand and speak spoken language very well (as we observed!) and therefore many
children do not feel the need to learn sign language. However, at later ages (18-20), many people turn to the deaf
community because they miss people who they can really relate to. At that me, many of them also want to use sign
language.
All in all a very interes ng day with way too much informa on which we were not able to write down. Fortunately,
we will speak with a few employees of the school soon.
Karin

Interview with the school’s psychologist (2009-08-05 14:34)

In July 2nd we had three interviews at the school. One with the psychologist, whom we had met twice before, one
with the sign language teacher, and one with the head of the boarding school department. I’ll try to list the most
remarkable issues raised by the interviewees, star ng with the psychologist.

Taboo of using sign language at school The psychologist’s main job is to monitor the development of the elementary
school children. An important topic for her is the use of sign language at school. Un l a couple of years ago, using
sign language was not allowed at the school (as it wasn’t at many schools for deaf children). The general opinion in
the field of deaf educa on was that learning sign language would interfere with learning spoken/wri en language.
The idea behind this was that learning spoken/wri en language is much harder for deaf children, so it was feared that
deaf children would choose to learn sign language only. The psychologist put a lot of effort in making sign language
less of a taboo at the school. At the moment, she is quite sa sfied with the situa on. Sign language is not prohibited
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anymore and sign language is used during classes more o en, next to spoken/wri en language.

Development The psychologist tells us that most children at the school come in via the nursery school. Some children
(mostly those with progressive forms of hearing impairments) start at the school when they are older.

Each child is individually discussed every year by the whole team of the teacher, the psychologist, the speech
therapist, etc. the psychologist informs the parents about the development of their children. A common worry
amongst parents is the speech development of their children. the psychologist men ons that for the parents, being
able to speak is a sign that their child is doing well. Usually the psychologist gives the parents some advice and some
ps to playfully work with their children on their speech development at home. Such ps include giving posi ve
feedback on ar cula on errors, reading books, replica ng the visualisa on methods used at school, etc.
Another problem that the psychologist raises is the fact that many parents are told that their child’s hearing
impairment is solved a er they get a CI. Unfortunately, this is not true and the school has to disappoint many
parents. Children have to learn to hear a er ge ng implanted and have missed an important period in their auditory
development (more on this in the interview with the sign language teacher).

Assis ve technology & translator The psychologist men ons assis ve technologies used by the children at school.
Besides the CI and the audio induc on loop used in the class rooms, a few addi onal tools are used: a flash alarm
on the play ground and in class, and vibra on alarm clocks or flash alarm clocks. The psychologist also men ons
the sign language translator as an aid for deaf children. Deaf people are en tled to hire a translator for school (5
hr. per week per child, at secondary school) and for private ma ers (e.g. doctor’s visit, ceremonies, for 18 hr per
year). However, to be able to understand a translator, you have to ’speak’ sign language, another reason for the
psychologist to emphasize the importance teaching sign language to deaf children.

Awareness of being deaf The psychologist tells that the school tries to work on the children’s awareness of being deaf.
This is important, because the children grow up in a environment where being deaf and wearing a CI is normal. ”It is
very, very, very important to show the kids that there are deaf adults as well, and that their impairment will not go
away when they grow older.” A deaf role models sits in the classes regularly to work with the children. Unfortunately,
there are very limited resources for this.

Deaf culture Next to this awareness, the school tries to introduce the children to the so-called deaf culture. Children
talk about their iden ty as a deaf person, sign language, growing up in a hearing or in a deaf family, hearing aids,
clubs for deaf, culture, etc. the school aims to integrate the children as much as possible in both the hearing world
and in the deaf world. The deaf see themselves as a cultural minority, not as a handicapped group. The deaf have
their own culture, with their own rules. The psychologist compares it to Black Power: Deaf Power.
Karin

Jeroen Vana enhoven (2009-09-14 10:36:41)
How come that they believe that when they grow older, they won’t be deaf anymore?
Furthermore, this post men ons visual and tangible devices (alarms) used in this school. This makes me think about the
importance of tangible interac on as an op on for the PD track.
You say that they are always surrounded by other children with hearing impairments, and that therefore they are also
introduced to adult people with hearing impairments. This makes me wonder about another issue: do they learn to talk to
or play with ”normal” children? Does the school encourage this or try to achieve this? It seems important for their later
development to me.
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Interview with the sign language teacher (2009-08-05 15:31)

Teaching sign language at the school The sign language teacher used to be the speech therapist, but since a couple
of years she is focusing on the use of sign language as a support for the normal themes of the lessons. Many deaf
children have difficul es understanding the lessons because they find it difficult to understand spoken/wri en
language. These children are guided by sign language teacher who discusses the themes of the lessons by using both
spoken/wri en language and sign language. She is the only sign language teacher, so the me she can spend with
each child is limited.
sign language teacher emphasizes the fact that she doesn’t ac vely teach the children to use sign language. She also
refers to the taboo on the use of sign language at schools that was the dominant view on educa on for deaf people
for a long me. Only since a couple of years she is allowed to use sign language with the children, but she is not
allowed to explicitly teach sign language.

Sign language and spoken/wri en language The sign language teacher explains that the structure of sign language is
completely different from the structure of spoken/wri en language. Transla ng spoken/wri en language into sign
language literally would make sign language way too slow. In addi on, our visual memory has less capacity than our
verbal memory, so it is harder to remember a long sentence in sign language than it is in spoken/wri en language.
An example of a difference between sign language and spoken/wri en language is that in sign language elements
from a sentence (mostly objects and subjects) are assigned a loca on in space. These loca ons are pointed at when
referring to the original elements. This allows for a more speedy use of language and requires less visual memory
than constantly repea ng the names of the elements.
According to the sign language teacher, the most important reason for deaf children to learn sign language, is that
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you need to have a strongly developed na ve language in order to learn other languages later in life (including
spoken/wri en language for deaf children). Children go through a cri cal period for language learning between the
ages of 0 to 5/6 years. In this period, children are able to learn a na ve language, build their vocabulary, learn to use
refined language, start to understand humor, etc. At later ages this is more difficult.

Problems with spoken/wri en language Even though almost all deaf children have CI’s nowadays, the need to learn
sign language is s ll there. Because even with a CI, deaf children don’t hear as much as we do, they miss a lot of
auditory informa on. As a result, deaf children tend to think more black & white, with less nuances. Common
language problems for deaf children include sentence construc ons, wish expressions (”I wish I had brought my
umbrella” includes the past tense (had), which is confusing because a wish is expressed) and the use of ar cles. Also,
text comprehension is very difficult.

Iden ty and deaf culture The sign language teacher emphasizes the importance of the clubs for deaf people, especially
for the children’s sense of iden ty and their self confidence. She men ons that for deaf people it is not uncommon
to show a lack of perseverance and to ”play the vic m”. By s mula ng deaf children to be proud and to fight for their
rights, they becomemore asser ve. The teacher gives an example of a girl of whom the teachers thought she was not
too bright because she was very introvert and appeared to learn li le. A er par cipa ng in the lessons about deaf
culture, this girl became much more asser ve and asks for a translator if she needs one. She men ons the term Deaf
Proud, which is used in English a lot by deaf communi es. Also, the dis nc on between deaf and Deaf seems to be
quite common ( d eaf refers to physical issues related to being deaf, D eaf refers to iden ty of deaf people).
Karin

Jeroen Vana enhoven (2009-09-14 10:52:17)
”Only since a couple of years she is allowed to use sign language with the children, but she is not allowed to explicitly teach
sign language.”
This is s ll somewhat hard to understand. How does she teach then? She cannot ac vely teach, but she does teach. Are there
official classes? Does she give advice during other classes?
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Interview with the head of the school’s living communi es (2009-08-06 13:59)

The boarding school - living communi es Our final interview was with the head of the school’s living communi es,
consis ng of deaf and hard-of-hearing kids who live at the school from Monday to Friday. Some children are only
at the school during the day. The head explains that for many parents, raising a deaf child is not so easy. They are
suddenly confronted with the world of the deaf and do not ’speak’ sign language. Also, many children prefer to
live in the living community because they feel at home there. They feel that it’s the only place where they are truly
understood and they like to be with peers. According to the head, deaf children hardly have hearing friends. The
different living communi es represent different age groups: nursery school kids, 2,5 - 7 year olds, elementary school
kids, and older kids.

Autonomy and iden ty Themes that are important for the kids in the living communi es are autonomy and iden ty.
The head explains the importance of confron ng deaf children with deaf adult role models by two cases that
illustrates the unrealis c view of being deaf of these children. First, he tells that once a couple of elderly deaf ladies
visited the school. A class of children saw these ladies ’speak’ sign language in the hallway and asked the head ”What
have these ladies done that they are s ll deaf?”. Another story is about a 16-year old girl. A er the head returned
from a trip to the UK, he told her that he had visited a club for deaf people there. The girl, asked unbelievingly: ”But
do they have deaf people there as well?”. About autonomy, the ehad explains that this is a difficult issue for all
boarding school children. Especially enjoying oneself in free me is hard for them. In the living communi es of the
school, children are encourages to find something to do themselves.

Rela onal development Another important issue that the head raises is the disturbed rela onal development of deaf
children. Many of the children show inappropriate behaviour related to forming rela onships. For instance, many
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deaf children think it is normal to touch women’s breasts. The problem is, says the head, that the children see lots
of visual informa on about rela onships (e.g. on tv, Internet, cinema, magazines), but they miss all or most auditory
informa on accompanying the visual informa on. At the school they try to give the children a more realis c view on
rela onships, but the problem remains that they mostly have to rely on visual informa on.

Dovencultuurweek Besides being the head of the boarding school groups, the head is also the main organiser of
the ”Dovencultuurweek”. The boarding school children can also stay at the school during the holidays and about 7
or 8 years ago, the Dovencultuurweek was started to organise ac vi es focused on deaf culture and sign language.
During the Dovencultuurweek, all ac vi es are run by deaf adults and everybody ’speaks’ sign language. Every year,
a theme is chosen for the week, with matching ac vi es. Pieter and I will spend a day at the school during this week,
on Wednesday August 17th. We will then be the only ones who don’t speak sign language!

The school’s House of the Future Just before we’re about to leave, the head briefly men ons that the school is doing
a project called ”House of the Future”. When we ask for details, it appears that the school is building a house full
of domo cs. The idea of the concept of the House of the Future is to create a house that compensates for hearing
impairments as much as possible. The kitchen will be the central part of the house, overlooking the living room.
Between different living communi es there will be a passageway which can both be open and closed. The head
men ons the metaphor of ”one big familiy with the op on to separate the younger and older kids”. In addi on, he
says that deaf kids think of their class mates as their family. the school is implemen ng all technological innova ons
in the house they can afford. Examples of such innova ons are touch screens with high-speed connec ons for video
phone calls (to use sign language a high speed of at least 30 frames / second is required), an induc on loop system,
vibra ng ma resses (for central alarms and alarm clocks), and flash alarms. The house is also prepared for future
domo cs applica ons. According to plan, the house will be finished in January of 2010 and will from then func on as
a home for two groups of boarding school children and as a show case for ICT at home for deaf people.

zim (2009-10-12 09:50:42)
I was struck by what you said about the issue of autonomy, especially in the boarding school context. You men oned that it is
difficult for the children to enjoy themselves in their free me. I wonder how they spend it?
Also, I was wondering how they keep in touch with their parents, do they mostly send text messages? Or do they have
computers at their disposal?
groetjes
katrien
ps: the house of the future idea sounds really interes ng!! Maybe we can go and have a look once it is finished!

Nethnography (2009-08-09 11:11)

Just a quick post to share some ideas I’ve been thinking about to extend our research. We are currently doing a
literature review (sugges ons are welcome!) to find out what has been done already in the area of user-centered
design, codesign, crea ve and genera ve methods, etc. with deaf children. In one of the ar cles I found some
interes ng links to websites that might help us to further understand the deaf community:

• a website for deaf gamers

• Facebook group ”Deaf”

• Facebook group ”Deaf Power” (remember that Mascha men oned this?)
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• Facebook group ”Deaf all around the world”

Please have a look at these websites and let us know what you think!

zim (2009-10-12 10:01:22)
I checked the websites, the websites for deaf gamers certainly raises an issue I hadn’t thought about before. I really wonder
now about the game experiences of dead gamers (with sub tles and without music)!
katrien

Flemish sign language dic onary (2009-08-09 13:06)

I just found another cool website, where you can find all Flemish sign language signs for le ers, numbers, but also for
a lot of words (click ”NL naar VGT”):
h p://gebaren.ugent.be/zoeken.php
This video is an example I downloaded from the website: ”computer” in Flemish sign language (VGT - Vlaamse
GebarenTaal):
[EMBED]

Onici (2009-08-10 15:24)

In my first contribu on to the blog I’d like to direct your a en on to Onici, an indepedent expert organiza on on
Cochlear Implants (CI). Although the somewhat outdated website may give you the impression that clear communi-
ca on is not organiza ons first concern, it does contain some interes ng informa on on the current state of research
on CI.
A er a first glance at the presenta on Onici gave at the beginning of 2009, Onici is clearly (and obviously) enthusias c
about the possibili es CIs offer to hearing impaired people. However, Onici does not shy away to also underline the
limita ons of the implants.
From what we have learned from the first interviews we have conducted, it seems that the presence of this kind of
organiza on is very much needed. There is a high need for neutral informa on on CI, as many parents with hearing
impaired children have unrealis c expecta ons towards CI. While the technology is con nuously being modified and
improved, many children s ll have difficul es understanding other people in groups. Cogni ve issues that are typical
for hearing impaired children also arise: difficul es with language comprehension and abstract thinking.
Some years ago, Belgium has introduced newborn screening hearing tests, and as a result CIs get implemented earlier,
but it is unclear how this will affect the personal development of deaf people in the long run. Currently, children with
CIs s ll have hearing difficul es in group, and those integrated in mainstream educa on o en feel different from their
peers and experience troubles with social integra on. These are issues that remain important and that have to be
dealt with in specific ways.
CI is also controversial as it is perceived as treathening by some people in the deaf community: they fear that CIs will
make deaf and hard-of-hearing school focus solely on oral speach, ignoring sign language and thus can making deaf
culture disappear.
To what extent sign language should (s ll) be teached is a very sensi ve issue. O en parents are very reluctant to
let their children learn sign language: they want their children to be as normal as possible and they are afraid that
sign language will alienate their child from the world and his or her parents. On the other hand, deaf organiza ons
and certain psychologists insist on making sign language a part of the curriculum of deaf and hard-of-hearing children.
The decision to whether or not teach sign language is not only controversial, but also important as it determines the
future cogni ve development, mental well-being and iden ty of the deaf or hard-of-hearing child.
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The decision making here is further clouded by audiologists telling the parents of the children that ”the CI will make
their child normal again” and CI companies (like Cochlear) ignoring the steps that follow CI implementa on.
To avoid further confusion and to be able to make decisions irrespec ve of all kinds of possibly unrealis c expecta-
ons surrounding CIs, an organiza ons like Onici is important. Therefore, we hope to be able to add their voice to the
research data.
Pieter

Quick notes from Dovencultuurweek (2009-08-19 17:51)

Today, we visited the Dovencultuurweek, a summer camp for deaf children at the school. We will post pictures and
more details about our impressions later on, but here are a few quick take-aways already:

• Flemish Sign Language is more similar to French Sign Language as it is to Dutch Sign Language

• Deaf people try to a ract someone else’s a en on a lot, by waving (some mes right in front of your face),
grabbing your arm, tapping your arm or sholder, etc.

• It is really easy to talk to deaf kids with CI’s, they can hear and talk much much be er than you’d expect

• Appropriate physical interac on is an important issue for deaf people and can cause quite some problems

Photo impression Dovencultuurweek (2009-08-21 09:36)

The theme of this year’s Dovencultuurweek was ”Timemachine”. Today a cowboy and two indians came out in stead.
Outdoor games: kids of all ages (4 - 18) played together.
The teenagers helped out a lot with the small children (they had their own ac vity in the a ernoon). Here a dry
spaghe had to be carried to the other side.
Games were explained in sign language. Placing both hands beside your head means: Paying A en on. Everybody
copies the sign to spread the word to pay a en on.
Lunch. These kids were very asser ve and assumed that, since we were adults, we would act the same as the camp
leaders. So we served lots of fries, sausages and tomatoes!
Pimp your hearing aid!
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1.2 September

Research on school experiences of deaf teenagers (2009-09-01 14:54)

Someone fromFevlado told us about an interes ngmaster’s thesis project of Isabelle Smessaerts. She has interviewed
12 teenagers who a end normal schools about their school experiences. I don’t know a lot about this research yet (I
have an appointment with Isabelle, who happens to live in Maastricht as well, tonight), but you might want to check
out her blog already.

Cochlear implants - more insights (2009-09-01 15:03)

Awhile ago, we had an interviewwith the founder of ONICI (lots of info on the website!), an independent informa on
centre about cochlear implants. In stead of providing you with a long post about the topics we discussed with him,
I’ll just give you some interes ng take home messages :-).
CI’s are mostly implanted when children are about 10 months. Doing this at an even younger age is diffucult because
babies’ skulls are not thick enough to secure the the CI’s internal part. Also, it is important for the parents to get used
to communica ng with their deaf child.
CI’s consist of an in
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ternal and an external part. The internal part looks like a thin silicone cord with ny electrodes at the end (see ex-
ample le ). This part is placed in the cochlea. On the other end of the cord, a receiver and s mulator are a ached
to the skull (underneath the skin). The external part consists of a microphone, a speech processor and a transmi er
(a ached tot he internal part via a magnet).
A lot of hospitals in Flanders are allowed to place CI’s. The founder emphasizes that those medical centres who work
withmul disciplinary teams (e.g. surgeons, throat, nose& ear specialists, speech therapists) are the best in that sense
that they provide the best support. There are s ll quite some doctors who are convinced that the CI will (eventually)
make deaf people hear like hearing people. Also, many of these doctors advise parents not to use sign language, since
this would disrupt the spoken language development of the child (the ONICI founder fully disagrees).
Insurance companies cover for themedical costs of placing one CI (to be replaced every 5 to 10 years). Lots of parents
decide to pay for a second CI (in the other ear) themselves, which costs about 10.000 Euros.
At the school, the teachers, therapists, educators, etc. all agreed to use either spoken language or sign language. Not
both. This is done to teach the kids both languages in stead of a mixture. We no ced this during the Dovencultuur-
week, where most hearing teachers, group leaders, etc. did not speak (sign language is the main language during this
week), however most of them did move their lips as if they were speaking.
Wiki on CI’s: h p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cochlear _implant
Simula on of hearing with a CI: h p://www.hearingacademy.com/upload/De %20verschillen.swf
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2. 2010

2.1 July

Photos removed (2010-07-13 12:16)

The photos on which one or more children were removed so we can give access to the blog to (e.g.) students who
are interested in our experiences as well.
Karin
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